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APPLICATION OF ALGEBRAIC TOPOLOGY
TO GRAPHS AND NETWORKS

INTRODUCTION

Algebraic topology is usually thought of as a discipline

of pure mathematics. However, shortly before his death in

1972, Solomon Lefschetz showed in a paper on "Applications

of Algebraic Topology" [8] that it could indeed be applied

to the study of "real world problems." Based on the ideas

of Lefschetz, it is the purpose of this thesis to show that

the concepts of classical algebraic topology can be applied

successfully to the study of graphs and electrical networks.

In Chapter I preliminary results of graph theory are

proven and it is shown how homology and cohomology theory

can be applied to graphs. In Chapter II we show how

Kirchhoff's famous laws can be quite naturally translated

into the language of algebraic topology. In Chapter III

necessary results from the theory of 2-dimensional complexes

and surfaces are presented. Chapter IV brings a discussion

of the famous planar graph theorems by MacLane and Kuratowski.

Finally, in the last chapter the concept of surface duality is

introduced and it is shown how this idea can be advantag-

eously used to solve the problem of network-duality.



I. GRAPHS IN AN ALGEBRAIC TOPOLOGICAL SETTING.

1. Homology Theory

Definition:

A graph G is a pair X=(N,B) where N={n }

a0

is a finite set of elements called nodes and B is a set of

subsets of N consisting of two elements. An orientation

of bEB, b={n
v'

n
p

} is an ordering of the set In
v'

n
p
1.

One may associate a one-dimensional simplicial complex to G

as follows: Pick a
o

points in R
3

; name them n1,...,na0

such that no three lie on a line and no four lie in a plane.

To each oriented branch b={n v) n }
)
join n

v
and n by a

line-segment. This line-segment is to be oriented so that

its initial point is n and its terminal point is n . From

now on let G always be an oriented graph. We also will

switch back and forth between G and its associated

simplicial one-complex whenever it is convenient.

Let G be given. We define S1(G)=S1 to be the vector

space over R whose basis is the set of all branches of G.

An element of S
1

is called a 1-chain of G and has the form

a

y b
P P

p=1

Where in this formal expression y
P
ER . Clearly dim Sl=al.

Similarly we define So(G)=S0 to be the vector space over R

whose basis is the set of all nodes of G. An element of

S
o

is called a 0-chain of G and is also defined by a formal



expression

a

xji (xpat,V)
p=1

Obviously, dim So = a .

Definition:

Let G=(x, B) and let b EB, b
p
={11

v'
n
p
}. Then we define the

incidence number fl of b by

1 k=p

pk
= -1 k=v

0 otherwise

We also denot by ri [rIpk) 1<p<al

1<k<a
o

incidence matrix of G.

Now we are going to define a homomorphism

D:S
1
(G) -4- S

0
(G)

called the boundary homomorphism, by

a
1 a0

(sc)=3(X y b )= y n

p=1 P P p=1 v=1 P Pv v

In particular, if b
P

n La(:, )=n -n
v

Let y--(y1,,y al) , x=(xl,...,xa0)

b=(b1,..., , n=(ni,...,n
a

)

the

(1.2)

Then we can write (1.2) as

3(c)=3(yb1) = yflnI

where for any vector acS1 (i=0,1) a will denote the

transpose of a.



We will also define a boundary homomorphism

D:S
o
(G) 0 by d 0.

If we associate a 1-simplex to the graph G we can identify

Si(G) (i=0,1) with the free abelian simplicial chain groups

with coefficients in R.

We now adopt the appropriate definitions from elementary

algebraic topology. An element ceSn (n=0,1) is a n-cycle if

D(c)=0. We call an element dES0 a 0-boundary if d=D(e)

for some eES1. Since a is a homomorphism, its kernel,

the set of all n-cycles, is a subgroup of Sn, denoted by

Z
n

n=(0,1). Similarly, the image of a in S
o

is the

subgroup B0 of all 0-boundaries. Since aoa:Si+ 0 is

the zero homomorphism, Bo c Zo is a subgroup. The quotient

group Ho(G)=Zo(G)/B0(G) is the 0th - homology group of G.

Since no element in Si is a boundary, Bi(G)=0 and hence

the 1st homology group 1.11(G)=Zi(G)/B1(G)=Z1(0). (1.3)

Definition:

Let G be a graph. We call G connected if for any two

elements n
11'

n there exists a sequence of branches

, b } , ={1.1 }.b1 {n n p+1 1
2
=in n

p+1' p+2
. . b

r p+(r-1)n' p+r
=n

v

Definition:
t

Let L=(N , B) CO (i.e. N C N, B C B). Let N= ni,...,nr .

We say L is a loop of G if each n occurs in exactly two

branches of B and the branches of B are of the form

nn nn n
1 2' 2 3" r-1



Definition:

Let T C G. We will call T a tree of G if T is connected

and does not contain any loops. We call T a maximal tree of

G if it ceases to be a tree if augmented by a single branch.

(1.4) Example of a 1-cycle

Let L be a loop in G where the successive branches

b
'

b
s

are so oriented that Db = np+1-nu
(n
s+1

=n
1

)

Clearly 3(L)=D( b )=n2-nl+n3-n2+...+ns+nl-ns=0, hence
p=1 P

LeZ
1
(G).

Our next goal will be to construct a basis for the 1-cycles

in G. Let Tm be a maximal tree of a connected graph G.

(1.5) Proposition:

Tm includes all the nodes of G.

Proof:

Suppose 3 npEG such that n eGN,Tm. Let n
k
cTm.

Since G is connected, n
k

and n can be joined by an arc

y=npnl,n1n2,...,nsnk in G. In the sequence fni}..p, 1,...,s

there exists a first node, say n
v'

such that n eTm. (n ).
v p

Therefore the arc
Y
=n

p
n
1
,...,n

v-1
n is such that only nveTm.

Hence Tm + y will be a larger tree than Tm contradicting

the maximality of Tm.

Definition:

Let Tm C G. G..Tm consists of a certain number R of

branches 11,...,1R. These R branches will be called the

links of Tm.
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It will be shown in (1.9) that R=B1=the first Betti-number

of our graph G.

Let 1
k

= {nu, n
v
}. Since Tm is connected there is a

unique arc yk in Tm, joining nu and nv. Hence

Lk=yk+lk is a loop determined by lk, i.e. Lk=Lk(1k).

In the sense of (1.4) let Lk denote the 1-cycle assoc-

iated with the loop Lk(lk). If ccS1, let rci] stand for

the graph which is the union of branches actually present in

the formal expression for c.

(1.6) Proposition:

Let zEZ
1
(G), zO. Then [ ] always contains a loop.

Proof:
a
1

Let Zal, z= y b WLOG assume yit0. Let 9(131)=n2-ni.
11=1 P'

Since 9(z)=0 we conclude that n2 appears in a branch, say b2#1.1

with a coefficient y2t0 and such that 3(b2)=n3-n2.

The continuation of this process leads to an arc

y=n n n n n n of [z] . Since G is finite the
1 2' 2 3" p-1 p

above process will come to an end sometime, i.e. 3 v<p

with n
v
=n

p
. Hence -Se'=n

v
n
v=1'

...,n
p-1

n
p
is a loop and

--"( e [z 3

As an easy consequence of (1.6) we get

(1.7) Corollary:

A tree T of G contains no 1-cycle.

Proof:

By definition T does not contain a loop, hence it cannot

contain a 1-cycle.
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(1.8) Corollary:

Let fES
1
(Tm ) where Tm is a maximal tree of the graph G.

If fEZ
1
(G) then f=0

Now we are ready to prove a result that will give us a basis

for. Z
1
(G) which in return will enable us to calculate the

ranks of our homology groups.

(1.9) Theorem:

Let G be a graph and let Tm be a maximal tree of G.

Then the unique 1-cyles

L
P
=1

P
+y

P
(p=1,...,R)

form a basis of Z
1
(G).

Proof:

Since Tm contains no 1-cycle, any 1-cycle of G is going

to be of the form

Z = yP lP + X

p=1
where A is a 1-chain in Tm. If L

P
= 1

P
+y

P
then we get

1p = L
P
-y

P
and hence

R R
A= Z- 571 =Z-1y(L -y )=

p=1 P P p=1 P P

R R R= Z-IyL+Iyy=Z- YyL+
p=1 P P y=1 P P p=1 P P

R
where X is a 1-chain in Tm. Finally, Z y

P
L
P
= A

R p=1

where A is some 1-chain in Tm. But Z-I y L EZ (G), hence
P =1 P P 1

A EZ
1
(G) which by (1.8) implies A =0. We then conclude

R
Z= y y L which shows that the L generate Z1. In order

p=1 P P

to show linear independence assume
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k
P
L
P

= 0

0 = <PLP =IkP(1
P+y P

)= DcP 1P + DcP y
P P P

X

pp

where X is some 1-chain in Tm. However, since X is in

TRA cannot include any link 1 (since 1 CGNTm), hence

k =0 V . Hence from (1.9) it follows immediately that

rank Z
1
= rank H

1
= R ( 1 . 10 )

If Tm C G, Tm a maximal tree of G, then we define

S1(Tm) = D1. We then have S1(G) = Z1(G) Di

Clearly D1 is isomorphic to Bo. Since Tm does not

contain a cycle, ker 3=0 if 3 is restricted to D1.

Hence, rank S1 = rank H1 + rank Bo which implies

rank Bo = al - R

Since S
0

= Z
0

we also have

S = Z B H
0 0 0 0

Since H
0

is infinite cyclic with one generator.

Hence it follows from (1.10) and (1.11) that

1 = rank H0 = a0 - (al-R)=a0 - al + R (1.12)

2. Cohomology Theory

If V is a vector space denote by Hom (V,R) the vector

space of homomorphisms from V to R where

(f+g)(v)=f(v)+g(v) NiveV. If 1p:V W is a homomorphism,

there is an induced homomorphism Hom(W,R)+ Hom(V,R)

defined by e(f)=fo(P. If tin W-4-P is a homomorphism then

# # #
(tpolp) = otp .

Let G be a graph. We define the cochain spaces
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Sn(G)=Sn as follows:

S
n

= Hom (Sn, R) (n=0,1)

Then the boundary operator a:Si -* So has

a#:Hom (S0,R)=S 0 Hom (Si, R)=S
1

We also define a
#
:S

1
4-0 so we have again

#
3
#
03 = (303) = 0

A basis for S-
1

is {b } p=1,...
'

a
1

where b
p
# is the

particular homomorphism defined by b (b )=6
p v pv

Similarly {n }p=1,..., a
o

is a basis for S°. Clearly we

have dim S
n
= dim S

n
an (n=0,1)

If we identify the homomorphism b with the branch b

and the homomorphism n with the node
11,

then cES

and dES
1
are given by the following sums:

a
0

= y b # c= Ixn #
(x , y ER)

p=1 P P p=1 P P P P

We then have the following easy

i2.1) Proposition:

The coboundary homomorphism #
:S

0
.4-S

1 is given by

3#(

0
a
0

Y n ) =
X

1;

Y
p=1 P p=1 v=1 P v

Remark:

The geometric meaning of this is that we get information about

what branches b
v

end at the node n .

Using vector notation we write (2.1) as

#
(yn

'#
) =

I

b
# t
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where 11 , n and b# are defined in
a
the obvious way.

So, in particular we have 9
#
) =(n i.e. the

v=1 vn
b
v

#

coboundary of a node is a 1-cochain.

Associating a 1-dimensional complex with G, we again

identify Si(G) with the free abelian simplicial cochain

groups with coefficients in R.

As in homology theory we will use the appropriate alge-

braic topological definitions. An element ccS
n

, n=0,1 is

a n-cocycle if 3
#
(c)=0. dcS

1 is a 1-coboundary if

d=a
#
(e) for some ecS

o
. We denote by Zn(n=0,1) the

ker a #, and the image of a
#

in S
1

is the subgroup B
1

of all 1-coboundaries. Since 9
#
09

#
=0, B

1CZ 1
. The

quotient group

H
1
(G)=Z

1
(G)/B

1
(G) is the first cohomology group of G.

Since no element in S° is a coboundary, B°(G)=0 and hence

the 0th cohomology group is H
o
(G

).z0(0)/B0(G)=z0(G)
. As

in homology theory we get by virtually the same arguments

0=Z0 e) B
1

and S
1
=B

1
4) H

1
(2.2)

In order to draw some conclusions about the ranks of the

cohomology groups, we will first prove a result that will

have a very important application to electrical network theory

in the next chapter.

(2.3) Lemma:

Let us identify the cochains b
p

and nv
# with the branches

b' and the nodes n
v

respectively for all p,v. Then Z1

is the orthogonal complement of B
1 and hence S

1
=Z

1
0 B1

.
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Proof:
I I

Let ZEZ
l'

hence Z=yb and a(Z)=D(yb )=ynn =04+4-yn=0.

It is clear that Z is uniquely determined by the vector y.

If dcB
1

, d=B (e) where e=xn ce, then

# '

d= (e)=D (xn )=xn b Here d is uniquely determined

by the vector nx . Hence ynx =0 since yn=0 which implies

that the inner product <Z,d >=0. Since Z and d were

arbitrary we get B
1

= Z1. Since under the above identi-

fication B
1
can be regarded as a subspace of Sl, it follows

from a well known theorem in linear algebra (see for example

f73 ) that S1cZ1 B1.

From the lemma it follows immediately that rank B
1
=rank S1-

rank Z
1
= a

1
-R. Using (2.2) we can now determine the ranks

of the cohomology groups:

rank 0=rank Z
0
=rank 0-rank B

1
=a

0
-a

1
+R=rank H

0
= 1

rank H1=rank S 1-rank B1=a
1
-(a

1
-R)=R=rank H

1

That is, we have shown:

(2.4) Proposition:

rank H
n
= rank H

n
(n=0,1)
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II. ELECTRICAL NETWORKS

3. Kirchhoff's Laws

An electrical network is an idealized concept in circuit

theory which can be defined to be an oriented graph G. The

current flow in such a network is completely described by

giving the amount of current i flowing in the direction of

the branches b ; that means i <0 if the flow is against

the specified direction (orientation) of a branch b and

i >0 otherwise. Similarly, we associate which each branch

b = {n
v'

n
p
}a voltage v with a specified sign by taking

the voltage level at n minus the voltage level at n .

i.e. if Db
p
= n

P
-n

v'
then v

p
=w

p v
-w where the w. are

1

electrostatic potentials. The a + a
1

variables iu, vu
P

are restricted by the well known Kirchhoff laws which we will

now discuss in an algebraic topological context.

Kirchhoff's Current Law: E23

The algebraic sum of the currents at any node in a circuit

is zero.

Kirchhoff's Voltage Law: (2]

The algebraic sum of the voltages around a closed circuit

equals zero.

Let us now give an algebraic topological description.

Let N be a network and let G be its graph with a,

branches b and a
0

nodes n
v

. A current distribution

i can be regarded either as an element of S
1 or S 1 .
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Similarly a voltage distributaion v is either a 1-chain

or a 1-cochain. For convenience let

a
1

a1

i= i b = ib ES
1

and v= v b =vb ES
1

p=1 P p=1 P P

Then we have

(3.1) Theorem (Kirchhoff's current law):

Let i be the current associated with b . Then the

following are equivalent:

(i) A current distribution is any vector 1=X i
P
b
P

such that

a
1

i n = o
p=i P PP

p=1,...,a0

(ii) A current distribution is any vector i= i
P
b
P

such

that i is a cycle of G.

Proof:

(i) ÷(ii): Let X i
P PP

= 0 p=1,...,a0. This is equivalent

to ÷÷ inn = )=0 i.e. icZ
1
(G

)

follows by virtually the same argument.(ii) (i):

(3.2) Theorem (Kirchhoff's voltage law):
a
1

Let L=XEb,E= ±1 or 0, be any loop in G.

p=1 P P P

Let v be the voltage associated with b . Then the follow-

ing are equivalent:

(i) A voltage distribution is any cochain vector v= X v b
p=1 P P
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a
1

such that E v =0 V LC: G.
p1 P P

(ii) A voltage distribution v is any cochain vector such

that vEB1(G).

Proof:
a
1

(ii)± (i): Let L be any loop in G, i.e. Li= X E b
=1 P P

(E =±1 or 0). Let v=vb# eB
1
(G). Let L also denote the

cycle associated with the loop L. Then by (2.3) <v,L> =

al
i.e. Ev =0 E v =0 i.e. (i) holds.

P=1 P

(i) (ii): Let Tm be a maximal tree of G and let

L1,...,LR be the associated maximal set of independent loops

of G. We also denote the associated 1-cycles by LP p=1,...,R.

Let i(P) be the current distributions of LP. By (3.1.1) the

amount of current in each branch of L = c = const. Since
P P

by (3.1) any current distribution is a 1-cycle, we can write

a
1

(p) =cL1.1 =1 cp E
pv

bv . It is obvious that i( P) is uniquely
,

v=1.

determined by the vector c E where EP= (E ...,E ).
P P pl' pa

1

Since (i) holds by assumption we have that

a
1

E
Pv

v =0 (p=1,...,R). We have then <i (p)
, v>= 0 since

v1 v

a
1

a
1

c E v =c, X E v =0
v=1 p pv v P PV V

V=1



Since by (1.9) the L (and hence the i (P)
11

for Z
1

we have <i,v> = 0 VieZ
1
(G).

Hence by (2.3) it follows that vEB1(G).

form a basis

15
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III. TWO-DIMENSIONAL COMPLEXES AND SURFACES

4. Complex Algebra

Definition:

An abstract complex is a pair X=(N,S) where N= no,...

is a finite set of elements called the nodes of X and S

is a set of non-empty subsets of (p+1)=elements of

N(p=0,1,2), called the p=simplices of X, such that S

satisfies the following two conditions:

(i) if n
P
EN then in } ES

(ii) if ac, cap, 0, then aES.

Definition:

Let a ES. An orientation for a is a particular ordering for

the nodes of a and all even permutations of it.

Definition:

By an oriented (abstract) complex we shall mean an abstract

complex such that each element of S is oriented.

Now let X be an oriented (abstract) complex. One may

associate a "regular" 2-dimensional simplicial complex K to

as follows: Pick
0

points in R
3

, name them

no,...,n such that no four of them lie on a plane.
a0

To each 1-simplex b
P
= {nv, n }

)
join n

v
and n

P
by a

line segment. This line segment is to be oriented such that

its initial point is n
v

and its terminal point is n .

P

To each 2-simplex E { np, n }
'

join n
v

to n
P v' p' a P

by a line segment. Then join na to each point belonging
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to the open line segment n
v

n
p

. The collection of these

segments is clearly homeomorphic to a closed disc and it

will be called a closed 2-cell. Its boundary is given by

the closed path y connecting the nodes nv, n p) n . The

closed 2-cell will be oriented positively if

y=n
v
n
p'

n
p
n
a'

nanv and it will be oriented negatively if

y= nano, none, np nv . The line segments corresponding to the

1-simplices will be called 1-cells or branches and we will

refer to the points associated with our 0-simplices as 0-cells

or nodes.

Definition:

The underlying space of K, called a polyhedron and denoted

by K , is the set of points in R3 which belong to at

least one p-cell (p=0,1,2) in K.

We will now make a definition that will play an important

role in our further studies:

Definition:

Let K be a(regular) complex with ao 0-cells, al

1-cells and a
2

2-cells. Then the characteristic of K

is given by

x(K)=a0-a1 +a2 (4.1)

Next we need to introduce the concept of subdivision of

complexes.

Definition:

Let X=(N,S) be an abstract complex. We form a new complex

XI=(N,SI) as follows: Let NI= S and let
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St=1\1tu BuC where

B={{a,3}; cy.,3ES and otc3} and

C={{a,13,y}; ot,3,yES and ac8cy}.

Then X is called a subdivision of X.

The geometric meaning of a subdivision is demonstrated

in Figure 1.

1
n
4

Figure 1. A Subdivision of a 2-cell

Since each abstract complex is associated with a regular

complex, we will use this one whenever it seems convenient.

Let X be an oriented abstract complex. We define

S
2
(X)=S

2
to be the real vector space whose basis is the

set of all 2-simplices of X. An element c of S2 is called

a 2-chain of X and is a formal sum c=1 x
P
E
P
(x

P
ER). By

S
1

and So we denote the real vector spaces generated by

the 1-simplices and 0-simplices, respectively.

Definition:

Let E ={n
1'

n2, n3} be an oriented 2-simplex of X.

Then we define the boundary of E by

a(E
p
)=n 1n2 + n2n3 + n3n1

We also have D(1 x
P
E
P
) =

P
D(E

P
) (x

P
ER)

P P

Furthermore we define the incidence number c
Pv

from



the 2-simplex E to the branch by

Pv

as follows:

if b
v
= fn

i'
n
1+1

lcE
11

where i=1,2,3. If i=3, 1+1 = 1

if by= {ni+1, n.} c E

i=1,2,3. If i=3, 1+1 = 1

otherwise
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Now we are going to define a homomorphism, again called the

boundary homomorphism, Si

by D(c) = 9(Xx
P
E
P
) =

P Pv
b
v

(4.2)

Pv
Using matrix notation we get from (4.2)

3(c) = a(xE ) = xcb

where c =
Pv

I denotes the incidence matrix from cells to

branches.

The boundary homomorphisms D:Si +So and D:S0+ 0

will be defined analogously to Chapter I. Let us associate

a regular, oriented complex K with the abstract complex X.

We then identify Si(X) i=0,1,2 with the simplical chain

groups (with coefficients in R) of algebraic topology.

We adopt the appropriate definitions of n-cycles (n=0,1)

and 0-boundaries.

An element deS
1

is called a 1-boundary if d=3(e)

for some eES2. Again B G Z. (i=0,1) and we define

Hi(K) (i=0,1) in the usual way. We set Z2(K)=ker,

Since no 2-cell of K is a boundary, B2(K)=0 and hence we

define the second homology group H2(K)=Z2(K)/B2(K)=Z2(K) (4.3)
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Definition:

For a complex K we define the i-th Betti-number Ri(K) to

be the rank of H.(K) (i=0,1,2).

Definition:

The Euler-characteristique of K is given by

X(K) = R
0

-R
1
+ R

2

Hence, from (4.1) it follows

X(k) = a0 -a1 + a2 = Ro - R1 + R
2

(4.4)

We will give now two more results, that we will state with-

out proofs Ccf. 1)

(4.5) Theorem:

Let K be a complex. Then the homology groups Hi(K)

(i=0,1,2) are invariant under elementary subdivision.

Applying the above theorem, it follows from (4.4):

(4.6) Corollary:

Let K be a complex. Then x(K) is invariant under element-

ary subdivision.

5. Surfaces

We are now going to introduce the concept of a surface which

will be of particular interest for the applications to planar

graph problems and electrical networks.

Definition:

Let X=(N,S) be an abstract complex. Let K be the

associated regular complex. A surface M is the connected

polyhedron IKI such that X has the following properties:
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(i) Let b be a 1-simplex of X. Then there exist exactly

two 2-simplices E
P

, E
v

of X such that

be:E
P' p

b(zE
v

and E r1E
v
=b. (5.01)

In order to be able to state our second property we

need to introduce some new notation. Let neX and let

b
1

be the oriented branch b1 = {n, n
1
}. B y (i) there exists

a 2-cell E
1
=in

'

n
l'

n2} 2>b
1

and hence b2 = {n2, n}cE
1'

Again by (i) 3 E2 = {n, n2, n
3
1.7.>b

2
and hence

2 b
3
=in

3'
n} C:E

2'
etc. There results a sequence

b
1
E V' '

b
P
E
P'

ending when b
1

occurs again. This is called

an umbrella of X with the common node n. Using this notation

we can now impose the second restriction:

(ii)VinEX 3 a unique umbrella Un. (5.02)

Remark:

Sometimes it will be convenient to look at GF(2)-vector

spaces instead of R-vector spaces. Chains mod 2, cycles

mod 2, boundaries mod 2 and homology groups mod 2 are all

defined as in the case of real coeffieients.

As a direct consequence of our definition of surface,

we get the following:

(5.1) Proposition:

Let M be a surface such that K has an n-cells (n=0,1,2).

a
2Then 10= ,

1,11

p=1

Proof:

D(Y0)= 2Ciry bv=

is a cycle mod 2.

Since by (i) of our definition each
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branch occurs twice.

Definition:

y
o
will be called the fundamental cycle mod 2 on M.

Next we will introduce the important concept of orientability

and nonorientability of surfaces.

Definition:

Let M be a surface. We will call M orientable if we can

orient all 2-cells E so that the fundamental cycle mod 2,

is actually a real cycle. If this cannot be done, then
10'

we will call M nonorientable.

Let M be an orientable surface. Let E
1
={11, n1,

be oriented and let b
1 '

n
1
IcE

l'
Then by definition

there exists an oriented E
2
:)b

1
such that E =b

1 2 l'

Let E2 be the oriented 2-cell {n, n3, n1}. This way bi

does not appear in D(El+E2), since

D(E1+E2)=D(E1)+D(E2)=b1-bi+nin2+n2n1+nn3+n3n1

If we continue this "orientation process" we will obtain a

unique orientation for all E . That is, any geometric chain

on the surface M where all the cells are coherently oriented,

will behave like a cuff.

Figure 2. Geometric chain on an orientable surface.



However, if M is nonorientable, then there will be at

least one geometric chain that can be drawn on M as

shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Geometric chain on a nonorientable surface

That is a nonorientable surface M will always contain a

Mobius band.

Next we are going to prove a result that will enable

us to distinguish between orientable and nonorientable

surfaces.

(5.2) Theorem:

H2( M)
Z if M is orientable

0 if M is nonorientable

23

Proof:

Suppose first that M is orientable. Let yEZ (M) and

suppose y # 0 so that some oriented 2-simplex E1, say,

occurs with coefficient X
1

0 in y. Then between

E
1

and E
r

(1<r a
2

) we can draw a geometric chain on M

as illustrated in Figure 2. Since ycZ2(M), D(y) does not

contain b
l'

say. However, in the formal expression for

ay, the coefficient of b/ is ± (X1-Xr), hence X1=Xr.

Likewise we will get X1=X2=...=Xr--X, i.e. y=Xyo.
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That is yo is a generator for Z2(M) and Z2(M) is

infinite cyclic with that generator. By (4.3) this implies

H
2
(M)=Z.

Now suppose H2(M) t 0 and let yeZ2(M),y 0.

Exactly as above we can draw a geometric chain between E1

and E
r

where now we no longer assume that the 2-simplices

are coherently oriented. We get that the coefficient of

each E must, up to a sign however, be the same non-

zero number X; i.e. X
1
=± X

2
=...=+X

r
. We can now define

a new orientation of M by changing the orientation of

those E with negative coefficient in y. Since a(y) = 0,

we see that our geometric chain will be of the type shown in

Figure 2, hence M is orientable.

Now we are going to discuss how to get from a nonorient-

able surface to an orientable one.

Suppose M is non-orientable. Then one can draw a

finite number of geometric chains on M such as shown in

Figure 3. Let E1,...,Er (rc<a2) denote the 2-cells of
c ,

any chain C in M. Let C be a copy of C with 2-cells

El'"'' E
r

such that C and C are the same except that
c

Ep and Ep are oriented in opposite ways (p=1,...,re). Now

unite E
p
with E

p+1 (1 P r
c
-1). Then unite E with E1Er

with E1. Next unite E with E
+ 1

(1<p<r
c
-1). Finally

unite E
r

with E
1.

If this process is repeated for each
c

chain C, there results a new complex M which is clearly

an orientable surface.
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Example:

If M is a Mobius band, then M is a cyclinder with two

twists in it.

Notice that M has twice the number of nodes, branches

and 2-simplices of M. Hence,

X(M) = 1/2 x(M*) (5.3)

Definition:

*
M is called a doubly covering surface of M.

In order to be able to prove our next result we will

first have to show a graph-theroretical lemma.

Definition:

Let G be a graph. Let ncG. Let n be a node of r

branches b . (1<r<ct
1
). then the order w(n)=r.

(5.4) Lemma:

Let T be a tree. Then 3 a node ncT such that w(n) =1.

Proof:

Let n
1

be a node of T such that w(n
1
)>1. Let b

1
be

the Oriented branch b
1
=fn

2'
n
1
1. If w(n

2
)>1 then

b
2

= {n3, n2} etc. Since T is a tree and hence does

not contain a loop, we get a sequence of distinct nodes

n1, n2,...,nr which will break up since G is finite.

Hence w(n )=1.

After having discussed how to distinguish between orient-

able and nonorientable surfaces by means of their second

homology groups we will yet have to give a second character-

ization:
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Let M be a surface and let L be a loop in M. Let

L=b1,b2,...,br where bi=lni,ni+11 and nr+1 =
n1.

Take b1 c L. Then there exist two cells E1={nl,n2,n}

It
and E

1
say, such that E1 0 b1 4: E1 and

Ein E1 = bl. Pick one of the two, say El. The boundary

loop of E1 contains n1 and n2. Denote by b12 the

branch {n, n2} where n is the beginning point of b12.

Also set b11={n1, n} where n is the end point of b11.

Then there exists a 2-cell E
12

say, such that E
12

:)b
12

C'E1

and E
1
/1 E

12
=b

12'
Now one of the following cases may occur:

(cf. Figures 4 and 5)

(i) the boundary loop of E12 contains n
2

and n3. If

we denote by b23 the branch {n, n3} then there exists

a 2-cell, E23 say, such that E23z b23 G E12 and

E22 (1E12 b2

b
11

n3

Figure 4. Umbrella construction Case (i)

(ii) the boundary loop of E12 contains just n2. Then,

denoting by b22 the branch {m, n2}, there exists a 2-cell

E22 say, such that E222>b22 GE/2 and E2241 E12 b
22'
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b
1 n3

Figure 5. Umbrella construction case (ii)

In each case there exist 2-cells E
34

and
E33,

respectively, such that their respective boundary loops

contain either one or two nodes of L etc.

Finally, after a finite number of steps, there exists

a 2-cell, E say, such that either

(1) E
1 n E = b

I

or

(5.5.1)

(2) E1 n E = b
11 (5.5.2)

Definition:

The system of 2-cells around L is called an umbrella of L.

Note: Except for the first step, in the construction just
11

described, where we had the choice between E
1

and E
1

every step was forced.

Hence, if (5.5.1) occurs then there exists exactly one

umbrella since if we would choose E1, the above construction

would lead to the same umbrella.

If (5.5.2) occurs then there exist two distinct

umbrellas depending on the choice between E1 and E1.
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Figure 6. Example of an umbrella of a loop L.

Remark:

Each loop can have at most two umbrellas. For if'the

number of umbrellas q > 2, some bi C: L would be in the

intersection of q 2-cells, hence M would not be a surface.

Definition:

A loop L is said to be a one-sided cut whenever L

possesses one umbrella. If L has two umbrellas, we call

L a two sided cut.

The next theorem and corollary will now give us the

desired distinction between orientable and onorientable

surfaces.

(5.6) Theorem:

Let M be a surface. M is nonorientable if and only if

there exists a one -sided cut on M.

(5.7) Corollary:

M is orientable if and only if every loop in M is a

two-sided cut.
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Proof of Theorem:

Let L be a one-sided cut and let U be its umbrella.

If we try to orient all 2-cells of U coherently, then the

orientation process breaks down between El and E

since (5.5.1) holds; hence M is nonorientable. Coversely,

if M is nonorientable the orientation breaks down along a

certain number of branches The bp make up a

graph G with nodes n . Clearly w(nv)>1 Vv since the

orientation process cannot break down around anode of order

1. Hence, by lemma (5.4) G is no tree. It follows that

G must contain a loop L around which the orientation

process breaks down, i.e. (5.5.1) holds and so L has only

one umbrella, i.e. L is a one-sided cut.

It is clear that some cuts will disconnect a surface

M, whereas others won't.

(5.8) Proposition:

One sided cuts do not disconnect a surface.

Proof: [1]

However, 2-sided cuts may or may not disconnect a surface M.

(5.9) Theorem:

Let M be a surface and let S be the maximal number of

disjoint nondisconnecting cuts of M. Then

(i) S < rank H1 if M is orientable

(ii) S < rank H
1

(mod 2) if M is nonorientable.

Proof:

(i) Let L1,...,L5 be a set of oriented, disjoint, non-

disconnecting cuts of M. Let L also denote the associated
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1-cycles VP. We will first show that the L are linearly

independent. Suppose y
P
L
P
=9D E

v
(5.9.1)

Since the L are nondisconnecting, M-XL is connected.

Claim: gv= P. Vv. Suppose not, then there would exist two

2-cells Ep/ Ev, say, and a branch b in M-DJ
P'

with

E 7.) b cEv and E
p v

=b, such that (3p The coefficient

of b in 3(X13,
v
E
v

) is
P v

)t0 contradicting our assumption

(5.9.1).

Hence, IS = S lei, i.e.

a(DpEd=a(E11)=D(y0)=0=IyyLv

where yo is the fundamental cycle mod 2 on M. Since the

L
v

are disjoint, y =0 /Iiv which shows that the L
v

are

linearly independent, hence S<rank H.

(ii) If we consider chains and cycles mod 2, (ii) can be

shown by virtually the same argument.

Since elementary subdivision at most increases the

number of loops, we have immediately:

(5.10) Proposition:

Let M be a surface and let M
1

obtained from M by

elementary subdivision. Let S(M) and S1(M) be the

maximal number of disjoint nondisconnecting cuts on M and

M
1

respectively. Then

S(M) < S(Mi) (5.10.1)

In other words, subdivision does not decrease S(M).

By (4.5) we know that the Betti-numbers R, or

R
1
(mod 2) are subdivision invariant. Hence there will
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exist a subdivision, say M1, for which S =S(M1) takes

on its maximum value. Therefore WLOG we will assume from

now on that the maximum value S has already been attained

by M itself.

We are now going to prove directly a result that is

actually a corollary of the Jordan-curve theorem [9] .

(5.11) Theorem:

Let M be a surface. If every cut disconnects M, then M

is homeomorphic to a sphere.

Proof:

Since by (5.8) one sided cuts do not disconnect M, M has

to be orientable by assumption. We will prove the theorem

by an induction argument on the number of 2-cells of M.

If n=2 we have to have two 2-cells with a common boundary

loop in M since M is a surface. Clearly M than is

homeomorphic to a sphere since as cutting along the loop

will lead to two open hemispheres. Now suppose the result

holds for M consisting of (n-1) 2-cells. Let M have

n>2, 2-cells. Remove one of the 2-cells say E, with boundary

loop L and collapse its boundary to a point, say A. The

situation is illustrated in Figures 7.1 and 7.2 below:

Figure 7.1. Figure 7.2.
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can be triangulated as follows:

Figure 8. Triangulation of M1

That is, the umbrella U for L becomes the unique umbrella

of A.

The resulting object M1 is a connected surface having

(n-1) 2-cells. Suppose every loop disconnects M1 then by our

induction assumption, M1 will be a sphere. Also since

M
1
'sA and M\E%L are both 2-cells, M is a sphere by our

initial argument for the case n=2. So it remains to

show, that every loop of M1 disconnects the surface. We

first observe that V=E+L+U, where U is an umbrella for

L, is a 2-cell, hence V is arcwise connected. Suppose

M1' AU is a point, say B, then clearly M
1

is a sphere,

hence M
1
%.A is again a 2-cell and by our initial argument

M itself is a sphere, since M consists of two 2-cells with

common boundary L. So we may assume that MiN.A...0 is not

a point. Also assume that same loop L does not disconnect

M1. Suppose first that L passes through A. Then L con-

tains two branches b1=fn1,A1 and b2 = {n2,A} say, where
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n
1

and
2

are the other end points of b1 and b2,

respectively. Let U be the unique umbrella of A. Since

U is an umbrella, n1 and n2 can be joined by an arc N

in the boundary loop of U. Let L be the resulting loop
1

if one replaces n1A,An2 by N. Then L does not dis-

connect M and it does not contain A. Hence, we may assume

WLOG, that L does not contain A. Hence L does not

contain any points from A + U. Since L does not disconnect

M1, M
1
.L is arcwise connected. WLOG assume that two points

X,YEM1%.+L are joined by an arc p not containing A. Hence

L can be thought of as a cut in M and X,Y can be regarded

as points in M that can be joined by an arc in M-L.

But X,Y are just points of MN.LE%L. Hence L would not

disconnect M a contradiction to our assumption that every

cut on M disconnects the surface. Hence every cut on Mi

disconnects and we are done.

Reduction of Orientable Surfaces to a Normal Form

Let M be an orientable surface.

Definition:

The maximum number p of nondisconnecting, disjoint cuts

for M (which by assumption is already attained) is called

the genus of the surface M.

Let M be an orientable surface of genus p. Take

any cut L and let U and U be its two umbrellas.
1 p 2

We are now going to construct a new complex M as follows:
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VP =1,...,p leave the umbrellas untouched and. replaced

L by two identical copies, L and L say, of L
P P1 P1 P

for the umbrellas U
pl

and U
1-12

, respectively. Also fill

in the 2-cells E and E with their respective boundary
ul P 2

loops L and L
P2

. We will get a new complex M which
P1

is gotten from M by adding 2p new 2-cells. Since the

E
Pv

p=1,...,p v=1,2 are oriented through the respective

umbrella constructions, it is clear that M is an orient-

able surface.

Furthermore we have

15.12) Proposition:

*
M is homeomorphic to a sphere

Proof: like (5.11)

(5.13) Corollary:

X(M) = 2-2p, p the genus of M.

(In other words, the Euler characteristic of an orientable

surface is even.)

Proof:

Since M =M+(2p) 2-cells, M=M
*
-(2p) 2-cells.

*
M is a sphere hence it consists of one 0-cell and of

one 2-cell. Therefore
*

X(M)=X(M -(2p)2-cells) = 1-0+(1-2p)=2-2p

(5.14) Corollary:

If M is not homoeomorphic to a sphere, X(M)<2
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Proof:

Since M is not a sphere there exists at least one non-

disconnecting cut, i.e. p>1. This implies X(M)= 2 -2p <2.

(5.15) Corollary:

Let M be nonorientable. Then we also have x(M)<2.

Proof:

By (5.3) we know that X(M) =1 /2X(M*) for some orientable

surface M
*

. But X(M )<2, hence X(M)<2.

We can summarize the previdus results in the following:

(5.16) Theorem:

Let M be any surface not homeomorphic to a sphere. Then

X(M)<2.

Definition:

Let L and L be a pair of holes in a sphere. Let L be

oriented clockwise say, and L' be oriented in the opposite

sense. An identification of L with L (which can be

thought of as covering the holes with a cylindrical "handle')

is called an idendification of the first kind or we say

L and L have been filled with a handle.

If L and L are oriented in the same sense, an

identification of L with L is called an identification

of the second kind or we say L and L have been filled

with a cross-cap.

Remark: A sphere with one cross-cap is usually known as

the Klein-bottle.



Figure 9.1

Klein-bottle

Figure 9.2
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We are now able to discribe the procedure that leads to the

normal form M of an orientable surface M. Let M

be orientable of genus p. The normal form Mp is obtained

by cutting out p pairs of holes Li,L1,...,Lp,Lp

in a sphere and fitting each pair with a handle. Since

is topologically invariant [1] , the models obtained for

different p are all distinct.

(5.17) Proposition:

Fitting a pair of holes on a sphere with a handle does not

change the Euler characteristic of the surface.

Proof:

A sphere S with two holes is homeomorphic to a cylinder,

hence x(S)=0. A sphere with a handle is clearly homeo-

morphic to a Torus T, hence X(T)=0.
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Reduction of Nonorientable Surfaces to a Normal Form

We will first give an example of a nonorientable surface.

Let M=D
2
={(X

1'
X
2
)6 R2, X1 2+X22

<1}.
Define on D2 the

following equivalence relation (Ni: On S
1
=DD

2 we define

X%-X V X6S1 and on the interior of D2 r, is the identity

relation. It can be shown.that D
2
/', is a compact Hausdorff

space CioJ called the real projective plane, denoted by

ip (2). IR LP (2) can be triangulated as shown in Figure

10 below.
A

A

Figure 10. Real projective plane IR r (2)

We then have

a
0
= 6, a

1
= 15, a

2
= 10, hence

X( IR P (2)) = 6-15+10 = 1. (5.18)

It is clear that IR p (2) is a surface and since X( IR P (2))

is odd, IR W(2) is our desired example of a nonorientable
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surface. This can also be seen from the presence of a

Mobiushandin IR P(2) which is indicated by the shaded

region of Figure 10. By (5.3) we get that x( PHP(2)*)=2,

*
where WHIP(2) is a covering surface for IVP(2). Hence

MP(2)* is a sphere by (5.16). Together with (5.18) this

shows that N 110(2) is the nonorientable surface with largest

characteristic.

(5.19) Proposition:

Let M be nonorientable and let L
I

L be a maximal"
set of disjoint nondisconnecting cuts. Then L1,...,Lq

can always be replaced by a set still called L1,. .,Lq

consisting only of one-sided cuts.

Proof:

Since M is nonorientable there exists a MObius-band

through a one-sided cut, say L1. Suppose now L2 is a

two-sided cut. First we are going to show that a two-sided

cut L is equivalent to fitting a surface with a handle.

Since L is nondisconnecting, removing a neighborhood of

L will lead to a surface as indicated in Figure 12.

Figure 11. Two sided cut Figure 12.
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Putting back in the removed strip is clearly the same as

fitting a surface with a handle. Next we have to prove the

analogous result for one-sided cuts: A one -sided cut is

equivalent to fitting a sphere with a cross-cap. Let L

be as shown in Figure 13. If we remove a neighborhood of

each cut, we actually remove a MObiusband._ Since the bound-

ary of a MObiusband is a circle, the resulting surface with

boundary is of the type shown in Figure 14.

Figure 13. One sided cut Figure 14.

Putting back in the Mobiusband is equivalent to fitting the

surface with a cross cap [1].

Let M be a surface with two discs D and
D22

excised and their boundaries D
1

and D
2

oriented in

opposite ways. Let D1 and D2 be fitted with a handle

and let L
1

be fitted with a MObiusband (cf. Figure 15).



L
1

Figure 15.

If we now move our handle from D
1

along the surface to

L
l'

we will have the following sequence of events

Figure 16.1 Figure 16.2
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Figure 16.3

i.e. our handle will be moved inside by the presence of our

Mobiusband and the orientation of its boundary will be

reversed. That is we can attach its boundary to Di from

the inside as shown in Figure 17. Hence we have replaced

the handle by a cross-cap.
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Figure 17.

By this process we can replace each two-sided cut. It

remains to show that the resulting cut is nondisconnecting,

i.e. we show:

(5.20) Proposition:

The Klein-bottle with a neighborhood of two one-sided cuts

removed is homeomorphic to a cylinder.

Proof:

Figure 18.

The surface shown in Figure 18 is equivalent to the one

shown in Figure 19 once the indicated identifications are

made. If we now remove a small neighborhood for each cut,

then we get Figure 20.



A A

V

A
Figure 19.
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A

A A A
Figure 20.

The surface shown in Figure 20 is the same as the one in

Figures 21 and 22 below:

Figure 21 Figure 22.

The surface shown in Figure 22 is clearly homeomorphic to a

cylinder.

If we remove small neighborhoods for each one sided cut

on M we will get a surface homeomorphic to a sphere with

holes as indicated in the proof of Proposition (5.19) (cf.

Figure 14). Hence, covering the q-holes by 2-cells we will

get a sphere. Therefore,

X(M)=X(M ) = 2-q

where Mq is the sphere with q-holes.

(5.21)
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Definition:

Let M be a nonorientable surface as before and let Mq

be the sphere with q holes. The normal form of M will be .

obtained if we cover the q holes of Mq with projective

planes.
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IV. PLANAR GRAPHS

6. Theorems by MacLane and Kuratowski

Definition:

A graph G is called planar if it can be mapped homeo-

morphically onto a plane-graph. In the same sense we will

call a graph spherical if the graph G may be sketched upon

a sphere.

(6.1) Proposition:

Let G be a graph. G is planar if and only if G is

spherical.

Proof:

Suppose G has a homeomorphic image G1 on a Euclidean

Sphere S. WLOG assume that G1 does not pass through the

northpole. By stereographic projection 7r, we will get a

homeomorphic image G2 of G in the plane.

Conversely, if G2 is a homeomorphic image of G in

the plane, by means of IT
-1

we can map G
2

homeomorphically

onto G
1

on the sphere.

The remaining section of this chapter will now be devoted

to the problem of finding necessary and sufficient conditions

for a graph to be spherical.

First we will give the following:

Definition:

Let G be a graph. G is called separable if G will be

disconnected by the removal of some node. Otherwise it will

be called inseparable.
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From now on we will assume that G is inseparable.

We will first prove a planar graph theorem due to Saunders

MacLane.

(6.2) Theorem:

Let G be an inseparable graph with Betti-number R. Then

G is a spherical graph if and only if G possesses a set

of R+1 loops L1,...,LR+1 such that

(i) For every branch b c G there exists exactly two loops

L11 and Lv , say, such that Lpr.)b C Lv and b

(ii) If we also denote by L the associated 1-cycles of

the L
11'

then with a suitable orientation of the cycles

L
P,

the only independent relation which they satisfy is

X L = 0.

Remark:

It is clear from (ii) that any R of the loops Lu form

a basis for the 1-cycles of G.

Proof of (6.2): "---÷":

Since G is inseparable and finite, the Jordan-SchOnflies

theorem [8] implies that S`.G consists of a finite number,

say R +1, of 2-cells E1,...,ER+1, bounded by the (R +1)-

loops L1,...,LR'41 of G, i.e. DE,I=Lp Nip

Then we form a covering complex M of the sphere S by taking

R+1
M = G + 1E. Since the defining properties of a surface

p=1 P

are topologically invariant [8] , it is clear that M is

an orientable surface. We also know from (5.2) that
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R
2
(M) = 1. Hence if the EU are properly oriented the

fundamental cycle yo is a real 2-cycle of M. Moreover, by

theorem (5.2), any other 2-cycle y= Xy0, Xc R. Hence,

R+1
= L = 0

P=1 P

In order to show (ii) let's suppose that we have

R+1
a
P

L
P

= 0
11=1

Then a(la
P
E
P
) =la

P
L
P
= 0 i.e. a

P
E
P

is a 2-cycle. Thus

a
P
E
P

= ay
o

where a
1
=a

2
= ..= a, acR. Thus except for the

value of R , the L satisfy (ii) of (6.2). Let L be a

loop of G. Since H
1
(M)=0 we have

R+1 R+1
L = a( E ) = LU = 0

U =1 P P p=1 P

This implies that R of the L form a basis for all the

1-cycles of G. Hence R=R . Thus we have shown (ii).

R+1 r
Now let H LL H consists of all closed

U =1 P

branches in the LU. Let L=GH. Suppose Lt0. Then there

exists a branch, say bi=lni, n2} of L, such that WLOG

n
1
cH. Suppose not, then L G G and HnL = 0 which

contradicts the assumption that G is connected. Now suppose

n2 L. Then there exists b2={1-12,n2}, say, such that b2 is

in L, etc. Hence we will get a sequence nibi, n2b2,...,br_i,nr

such that nlcH, perhaps n
r
cH and all other terms in L.
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Since G is finite one of the following will have to happen:

(1) n
r
EH. Hence the above sequence is a loop not in H which

is a contradiction to the construction of H.

(2) n
S
=n

r
for S<r. Once again there would be a loop

not in H, contradicting the construction of H.

(3) w(nr)=1. This contradicts our assumption that G

is inseparable, since the removal of the other endpoint of

the branch ending at nr would disconnect G. Hence no

such sequence as described above exists in L, i.e. L=0 and

therefore G=H. Hence each b of G belongs to a loop of G.

But M is a surface, therefore each b belongs to exactly

two loops of G, which proves (i) and we have shown that

the condition is necessary.

Let
{L U}

be the collection of loops satisfying (i)

and (ii) of (6.2). If we fill in the respective 2-cells

E oriented such that E
P
)=L

P
Nrip, then the resulting

complex M is connected and satisfies (5.0.1). Hence it

remains to check that the umbrella condition holds. Suppose

not. Then there exist nodes 1k say, 13having .>1"
(i=1...,k) umbrellas U ,...0 (i=1,...,k). Now we

pi

construct a new complex TA as follows: Outside the Uj

M and M coincide. AlSo the umbrellas are gotten as

before except the nodes n. areare replaced by new nodes n.
1.

(j=1,...,p.; i=1,...,k). It is clear by the construction that

M is a surface. Let ci=pi-1 Vi. (i.e. Ei is the number

of excessive umbrellas of n
i
). Then M has



k

ci more nodes than M. Therefore
i=1

X(M) = X(M) -e <2

By assumption the number a
2

o f 2-cells of M is

a
2
= R+1

From (6.4) we have

(6 . 3

(6.4)
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X(M)=X(G)+a2 = 1-R+(R+1)=2 (6.5)

(because G is connected we have a
0

= 1)

So, together with (6.3) we get 6=0 and hence

X(M) = X(M)

and hence M is a surface. From (6.5) it follows that M

is homeomorphic to a sphere, which shows that G is

spherical.

Definition:

Let M=(N,S) be any complex. M=(N, S ), where S is the

set of p-simplices (p=0,1) of M, is called the p-skeleton

of M.

We are now going to study under what conditions a

graph G can be mapped homeomorphically onto the 1-skeleton

of a complex M.

We will have to distinguish between the following two

cases:

(6.6) Let M be an orientable surface of genus p>0.

Let G be a graph and let L1,...,L3 be a set of loops

of G. We now associate a complex K(L) with G by

filling in 2-cells E such that
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D(E ) = L

Then we have the desired generalization of our previous

result.

(6.7) Theorem:

Let G be a connected, inseparable graph G. Let K be a

covering complex of a surface S . Then G can be mapped

homeomorphically onto the 1-skeleton K of K if and

only if G contains R-2 +1 loops L1,...,LR_213+1

such that

(1) V bp in G there exist exactly two L .

pi
i=1,2)

such that L
pl

b
p
C L

p2

(2) The loops L which contain nk, for some k, form

an umbrella.

(3) The only independent relation satisfied by the cycles

L is

R-2p+1

X L =

P=1

Proof:

"--*": Let G be homeomorphic to K. As in the proof of

(6.2) K is an orientable surface and R2(K)=1. Hence,

with the appropriate orientation of the E we have that

is the only independent 2-cycle of K. As in the proof

of (6.2), (1) and (3) follow. (2) follows trivially since K

is the covering complex of the surface Sp.

Let (1), (2) and (3) hold for the graph G. Clearly the

complex K(L) is a surface. Then we have
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X(K(L))=-7X(G)+R+1-2p=1-R+R+1-2p=2-2p.

By (5.13) K(L)=S . As a consequence of this we finally

have that G can be mapped homeomorphically onto the

skeleton of the covering complex for S .

p
(6.8) Let Sq be a nonorientable surface with X(Sq) =1 -q.

From (5.2) and the fact that Sq is connected it follows

that x(Sq)=1-q=1-111(Sq) which implies

R
1
(S

q
,)=q i.e. the first homology group of Sq

is of the form 111(Sq) = Z a .. 0 J 0 the Torsion

q

subgroup.

Now we can state our result in this case which, because

of its analogy to the proof of (6.7), we will state without

proof:

(6.9) Theorem:

Let G be a graph (connected, inseparable). Let K be a

covering complex of Sq. Then G can be mapped homeo-

morphically onto K if and only if G contains R-q loops

L1,...,LR_q such that

(1) and (2) are as in (6.7) and

(3) The L p=1,...,R-q are independent.

Definition:

Let G be a graph. Let L and L be two loops of G

such that L and Li have exactly one arc p in common.

Then, for obvious reasons, L+L +p is called a 0-graph.
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(6.10) Lemma:

Let G be a graph. If two loops L,L have more than one

point in common, then G contains a 0-graph.

Example: L

Figure 23.

The loop L plus the loop def are one example of a

0-graph. We will give the following lemma without proof.

(6.11) Lemma:

Let G be a graph. If two loops L, L have at most one

point in common, then G is planar.

(6.12) Corollary:

Let G be a non-planar graph. Then G contains a 0-graph.

Proof:

Follows directly from the contrapositive of (6.11) and from

(6.10).

(6.13) Theorem:(Kuratowski)

Let G be a graph. Let G, and G2 be subgraphs of G

as shown in Figure 24 and Figure 25, respectively. Then

G is planar if and only if G does not contain subgraphs

homeomorphic to G1 or G2.



Figure 24. G1

b

Figure 25. G2
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Proof:

"4--": It is obvious that if G contains a graph homeo-

morphic to G1 or G2, that then G is nonplanar.

Let G be a non-planar graph. Suppose G contains

a nonplanar subgraph G
(1)

such that R(G
(1)

) < R(G) .

Suppose also that G
(1)

contains a non-planar subgraph G
(2)

such that R(G
(2)

) < R(G
(1)

), etc. Thus we obtain a finite,

descending chain G=G
(0)

, G
(I) (k)

of non-planar

graphs such that G
(i+1)

is a subgraph of G
(i) (i=0,...,k-1)

and such that R(G (1 +1) )<R(G")) (i=0,. .,k-1). Clearly,

(k)
if H is any subgraph of G

(k)
and R(H) < R(G ), then H

is planar. WLOG we may therefore assume that G is a

non-planar graph such that if H is any subgraph of G

with R(H) <R(G), then H is planar.

By (6.13) G contains a 0-graph, consisting of two
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loops L, L say with exactly one common closed arc (i.e.

containing it's endpoints a and b)ii. Hence C=L+L`p

(p denotes the open arc) is a loop of G. Let H=G%p.

Then X(H) > X(G) hence, R(H)<R(G) since x(G)=1-R(G) for any

connected graph G. Therefore H is planar and C is

clearly a subgraph of H. WLOG we may assume that H is

already represented in a plane ff. There does not exist any

arc v in Trs.H joining a to b. Since if such a v

existed H+v would give us a planar representation of G,

contradicting our assumption that G be non-planar. Hence

we have the following situation:

C

Figure 26.

Let A be the interior of C. Suppose first that a and

b are not joined by an arc of H in A. Since no arc may

join a to b in ffsH and since G is nonplanar we must

have

Figure 27.

hence

Figure 28.

i.e. G contains the homeomorphic image of Gl.



Suppose next that a and b are joined by an arc of H

in A, i.e. we have the following situation:

Figure 29.

Since no arc may join a to b in ir'H and since G is

non-planar, the following situations cannot occur

Figure 30 Figure 31

because in both
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cases G would be planar. Hence the only possible situation

is

Figure 32

i.e G contains a subgraph homeomorphic to G2.
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V. NETWORK DUALITY

7. Duality of Surfaces and Electrical Networks

Let M be a surface and let X be its underlying

regular complex. Let X be a subdivision of X. We are

going to introduce a new object X in the following way:

(i) The set of nodes N* of X consists of the centroids
*

n of the 2-cells E of X.

(ii) Let by be a branch of X such that E :13 4:E and
P P

E. E
P
=by. On by there is a node n of X

P

(geometrically speaking the endpoint of by). Then we

* * * * , ,
*

get a branch by of X by letting b =n n +n +n n
v vp

(iii) The (open) 2-cells of X consist of the nodes n of

X plus all the open branches andtriangles (i.e. not

the edges) of X'. (Compare Figure 33.)

containing

It is obvious from the construction (cf. Figure. 33)

*
that X is a surface. It is also clear that X is a

subdivision of X . Hence, (4.5) implies

111(X)=R1(X )=R1(X )

Hence as a consequence of (5.2) we have immediately

(7.2) Proposition:

If X is orientable, then X is also orientable.

(7.1)

Let X be a surface and let X
*

be constructed as above.

Then we have the following one-to-one relations:

n
p '

b
v

by and E
p

*
One observes that if D(b )=n -n then in X the branch

p pv'
* * *

by is adjacent to the 2-cells E
v

and E
P

.
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= nodes of X

= branches of X

= nodes of X

= branches of X

Shaded = 2-cell of X
*

Figure 33. Surface X and Dual Surface X
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Since a(b n
s pv

we have = 1. Also, b is contained

in the boundary
*
(E

v

*
)=

vs
b
s

of E
v

, hence C =1.
vp

Also if b is on the boundary of E
*

, i.e. r =±1, then
vu

n
v

is an endpoint of bP,
pv

i.e. n = ±1. In other words this

leads to a reversal of the incidence relations for X and
*

X , that is, the analogues of the matrices n and in X

are simply and p in X. Because of this reason we

make the following

Definition:

Let X be a surface and let X
*

be defined as above. Then
*

we call X the dual-surface of X.

Next we are going to study how the concept of dual

surfaces applies to our study of electrical networks. We will

first make the following

Definition:

Let N and N be networks and let G and G be their

graphs. N and N' are said to be dual if the following

conditions hold:

(i) There is a one-to-one correspondence between the branches

b of G and the branches b of G

(ii) Let i
p'

vu and i
P

, v
P

be current-and voltage distri-

butions in N and N , respectively. Then iu is a voltage

distribution of N , v' is a current distribution of N and

also coversely from N to N.

Let us now discuss how we can associate complexes. X

and X with G and GI, respectively.

Let n be any node of G. Then its coboundary



(n)=a1b1+...+akbk is a voltage distribution of G.

1

By assumption a
1
b1 +...+a

k
b
k
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is a current distribution of

G , i.e. it is a cycle of G hence a b +...+akbk =L

i.e. there is a set of loops L1 ,...,L of G' which

is in one-to-one correspondence with the nodes 1,"na
0

of G. Similarly we get a one-to-one correspondence of the

set of loops L1,...,L' in G with the nodes

n1 '""na
o

G. We get a set of 2-cells E1,...,Eao,

by filling in the loops L1,...,La , of G. Hence, we have

constructed a 2-dimensional complex X, associated with our

network graph G. Similarly we get 2-cells E1,...,Ea, which

lead to the complex X associated with G . We have the

following:

(7.3) Proposition:

Let N and N be two dual networks. Let G and G be

their graphs and let X and X be their associated complexes.

Then X and X define two dual orientable surfaces.

Proof:

Let b = In
v'

n
p
I be any branch of G. Then b belongs

to exactly two loops L
v

and L and hence we have

E
v
2)b 4: E and E

v
(1 E = b

P
i.e. (5.01) holds for

X . We get the result for X in a similar way. Since

@(E
P

)=L
P

we get that nu possesses exactly one umbrella,
,

hence (5.02) holds for X and likewise for X . Since as

network graphs G and G are connected, so is X. i.e.
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any two nodes of X can be joined by an arc in G. Hence

any two 2-cells of X may be joined by a geometric chain

in X , i.e. X is also connected. Therefore X and X

are clearly surfaces. Since once again we have a reversal

of the incidence relation between X and X , the two

surfaces are dual. Let the branches and 2-cells of X and

X be oriented such that if ri as usual is the incidence

matrix for G, then n is the incidence matrix from cells

to branches in X . In any row of n and any column of 11

two entries are ±1 and all others are zero. Hence

,

D(IE
P

) =XD(E
P

) = xn b = 0
,

Since x=(1,...,1). Therefore y---XE is a (real) 2-cycle
P 11, t

of X , thus X is orientable. Since X and X are

dual surfaces it follows from (7.2) that X is also orient-

able.

Now we can quickly solve our final problem of network.

duality.

(7.4) Theorem:

Let N and N be two networks and let G and G be their

graphs. Then N and N are dual if and only if G and

G are both spherical graphs.

Proof:

-4-": Let N and N be dual. This implies that the

1-cycles of G are dual to coboundaries of G . It follows

from (7.3) that the coboundaries of G are actually dual

to boundaries of G. Hence each cycle of G is also a
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boundary of G, hence Rl(G)=0. Therefore R
1
(X)=0. Since

R
2
(X)=1 by (5.2) and R

o
(X)=1 since X is connected, we

have x(X)=2, hence X is homeomorphic to a sphere and

clearly this implies that G is spherical. A similar result

will hold for G.

": Let G and G be spherical graphs. "Then X

and X are homeomorphic to a sphere. Thus

'

111(X)=111(X )=H
1
(X)=H

1
(X )=0 i.e. each cycle of X

is also a boundary in the sphere, i.e. it's also dual to a

coboundary of X . Also each coboundary of X is a cocycle

in the sphere, i.e. it is also dual to a cycle of X. Since

by (3.1) and (3.2) each current distribution is a cycle and

each voltage distribution is a coboundary, we have just

shown that N and N. are dual networks.
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